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Details of Visit:

Author: Matt1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Milton Keynes Escorts has been well described many times before. Ample free parking, The
building is "unimposing" from the outside and whilst not a 4 star hotel inside is perfectly fine for its
purpose. The ground floor room is my least favourite - but we were on the first floor so all good. It
would be great if the showers were ensuite as although I always shower before leaving for my
"appointment" a quick wash of the important bits would be nice.

The Lady:

Well, we all have different tastes, but to my mind I have not seen better, I find Louise gorgeous.
Fabulous body and whilst I thought she was good looking from the photos on the website I found in
person she was even more attractive, possibly due to her delightful personality, The first thing on
her service list was GFE and that is exactly what I got. She was great to talk to, lovely kissing, a
fabulous body to feel next to mine, altogether I was rather stunned by how turned on I was being
with her.

The Story:

I am sure all things on her service list are available, I did not sample all, but loved every minute of
my limited time, but at my age one pop is all I can manage.
I have recently started selecting the very infrequent punts to girls offering CIM or with tits large
enough for a tit wank as with advancing years I cannot always remain hard in a condom, but I liked
the look of Louise so much (everything is with condom) that I was prepared to just kiss and play
with each other. But I found myself more than able to finish in the bag as I found Louise so sexy and
so much fun to be with. I am hoping/pretty certain I shall see Louise again. It was her amazing looks
and body plus her attitude and conversation that made this one of, if not my best experience to
date.
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